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ABSTRACT
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How can we improve hospital treatment and discharge of homeless patients?
--A Case Study of the City of Worcester--
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Health care for the homeless is a major problem in American communities. Understanding the gaps, barriers and limitations in this system is imperative to providing homeless populations appropriate care. This research aims to understand the gaps in the homeless system of Worcester, Massachusetts through interviews with hospital staff and employees of agencies working with the homeless population. Analysis revealed an extremely divided system between provision of health care and provision of social services to Worcester’s homeless population. Across these two systems there was limited to no collaboration, communication and understanding. In order to provide more adequate care to homeless individuals, the author outlines solutions in the areas of education, collaboration, infrastructure, and public policy. Issues experienced by the city of Worcester are similar to those experienced in other American cities and this research can help guide other communities also looking to improve the intersection of health care and homelessness.
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**HUD** U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

**NHCHC:** National Health Care for the Homeless Council
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**PIT** Point in Time

**SVH** Saint Vincent Hospital

**SMOC** South Middlesex Opportunity Council

**USICH** United States Interagency Council on Homelessness

**VA** U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
I. INTRODUCTION

The ignorant depiction of the homeless as hobos, bums and vagabonds is an inaccurate representation of homelessness. Modern homelessness is the single mother struggling to feed her two young children after fleeing domestic violence, the troublesome teen kicked out by his own family, the minimum wage worker living paycheck to paycheck, and the veteran living with PTSD, unable to assimilate back into society. Most homeless individuals have simply been thrown one too many of life’s curveballs.

When an individual loses the security of their own home, they lose more than just the roof over their head. Most of us are immune to an array of issues because of our housing, but when experiencing homelessness, you become more vulnerable to issues such as hunger, weather, violence, substance abuse, and illness. One of the biggest issues facing local, state, and federal governments as well as local social service agencies at this time is the issue of homelessness and health care.

Needs of homeless individuals in terms of health are complex and traditional healthcare models do not work for homeless individuals and families who are more worried about a warm bed and whatever they can scavenge up for a meal. Homeless individuals have had limited to no appropriate care, likely for long periods of time. Exposure to the elements and poor shelter conditions mean that existing health conditions are exacerbated, new chronic conditions arise, and disease takes its toll. Homeless are more likely to be exposed to disease than the general population and less able to fight it off. Homeless individuals are three times more likely to die than the general population in every age group (NHCHC,
2006). In regards to exposure, homeless are typically in one of two places, the shelter or the streets. In the shelter communicable diseases like tuberculosis and influenza can endanger entire shelters where conditions only promote the spread of respiratory illnesses. On the streets, certain hazards exist that are not found elsewhere such as hypothermia, frostbite and personal safety. In conjunction with these poor living conditions, homeless individuals have minimal access to healthcare resources to treat these illnesses, and as a result have higher mortality rates. Homeless individuals are only expected to live about 50 years, about how long an American would expect to live at the beginning of the 20th century. The general population has a life expectancy of about 78 years, more than one and a half times longer than that of homeless individuals (NHCHC, 2006).

While we know that poor health care is effecting our homeless populations, we don’t know how, and we don’t have the resources readily available to fix it. The purpose of this paper is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current system at the intersection of health care and homelessness in Worcester, Massachusetts and to identify ways in which we can improve that intersection for Worcester’s homeless population. Research has been done in collaboration with the City of Worcester Department of Health and Human Services. In the short-term, results will help to improve collaborative efforts between agencies in order to better service the homeless population. In the long-term, results will help prevent premature mortality among homeless individuals and reduce the high costs to the public for emergency services.
The questions that this research will address are as follows: What are the strengths and assets of Worcester’s homeless system? What are the gaps and barriers Worcester’s homeless population are experiencing in accessing health care? How can we address these factors to make the system more effective? Across the United States, what are some of the best practices being used and are they feasible for Worcester and other gateway cities?

In order to answer these questions, a mixed-methods approach was taken that used both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data included interviews with key stakeholders, meetings with hospital and social service staff, and social science literature review. Quantitative data on homelessness in Worcester was acquired in order to gain a greater understanding of the homeless situation in Worcester and across the nation. Data analysis showed where our gaps in the services are and information gathered from interviews and social science literature guided further research into best practices in addressing those gaps.

The paper is divided into six sections. The Literature Review will present existing social science literature that will help further frame and understand the subject. The Methods Statement will go in depth of the approach the author took in order to answer the research questions. The Local Context and Background section will frame the issue in the context of Worcester and help the reader to understand the structure of the homelessness system in Worcester. The Finding section will discuss findings from the interviews of key stakeholders. The Analysis section will present the authors analysis of the interviews and how the results relates to the system as a whole. The Solutions will discuss short-term and
long-term ways in which we can address the gaps in services experienced by Worcester’s homeless population.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

An extensive review of social science literature helps us to understand how research has shown the gaps in services elsewhere and how communities have been able to address those gaps. The following review of literature presents studies that have addressed issues such as navigating and understanding the homeless system, transitions from hospitals to shelters, hospital staff experiences with homeless patients, communication difficulties, and frequent Emergency Department visitors. In order to understand the factors effecting homeless individuals from accessing and receiving adequate and appropriate health care, researchers spoke directly with the homeless, hospital staff, and stakeholders. Through their research, we can begin to understand the complex issues of homelessness and housing from all populations involved, a scale which the research for this project was unable to match but should be pursued in further research.

Many studies found that the issues were not only navigating the healthcare system, but even in understanding and having knowledge about it (Zucchero et al. 2016; Manchester 2016). Issues such as education, inability to access medical records, and lack of communication between agencies emerged as topics that needed to be improved (Zucchero et. al., 2016). Other, more quantitative studies found the gap in services after hospital discharge. With inadequate discharge procedures, homeless patients end up at the shelter or on the streets and unable to properly take care of themselves they will likely end up back in
the hospitals with worsened conditions (Greyson et. al., 2012). Recommendations from these studies include requiring assessment of housing status by hospital staff, the arrangement of safe transportation to shelter (Greyson et. al., 2012), enhancing care coordination strategies (Lin et. al., 2015), further training for hospital staff on resources for their patients (Manchester, 2016), and improving collaboration between hospitals, shelters and other agencies (Zucchero et. al., 2016; Greyson et. al., 2012; Wilkins, 2016).

These studies were specific to the cities and systems being analyzed, yet showed how complicated and fragmented the homeless system is across the nation through their revealing of the gaps, barriers and limitations. This study assumed that many of these subjects would be similar to those in Worcester, an assumption that was supported by this qualitative. With a greater understanding of the issues elsewhere, understanding the issues in Worcester will be easier. Additionally, looking at the solutions that other communities are using to address these issues will be helpful in researching solutions for Worcester, where similar gaps were found.

III. METHODS STATEMENT

In an effort to improve homeless services, particularly health care for the homeless, I am working in partnership with the City of Worcester Department of Health and Human Services on a case study of Worcester to first recognize the gaps in services, then identify practical solutions which the city could implement. We can only begin to implement effective practice by first recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of the current system. With this project these gaps are identified and the ways in which we can improve these
services are introduced. In order to understand the gaps in services a mixed-methods approach that utilizes both qualitative and quantitative data is used. This mixed-methods approach is better able to capture the multidimensional nature of the issue. Qualitative data collection methods include informational interviews with hospital and homelessness staff to get a sense of the problems facing Worcester in particular, attending meetings conducted by various agencies working to collaborate on these issues, and finally research of policies and best practices. Qualitative data frames the issue from the stakeholder’s eyes, what hospitals and agencies are experiencing, as well as gaps in services. Localized quantitative data from housing agencies help us to understand the issue and provide evidence as to the necessity of this work.

3.1. Defining “homelessness”

Before tackling the issue of homelessness, it is necessary to first define what we mean by “homelessness.” Even definitions among leading agencies vary, which is why we must explore how we will be using it in this paper. Homelessness, like many issues, can be understood through two lenses, a conceptual lens and an operational lens. Conceptually, what does homelessness mean and how does it relate to other issues? Operationally, how does the term homelessness get used and how to we measure it?

To assess the conceptual idea of homelessness, we must first understand the factors that contribute to homelessness as it is not just a state of being, but also the means by which an individual, family or group became homeless. The state of being homeless is only an endpoint or point in a transition in which the party in question has been subject to many
forces that have contributed to their homeless state. The current state of homelessness, is only a small point in the bigger picture. What are the factors that have led to this point? For some it’s because of one or many internal factors, issues of mental health, addiction, or family problems. For others it’s due to an external factors such as a job loss or eviction. In reality though it’s likely due to multiple contributing factors, not one single instance can be blamed for an individual ending up on the streets or in a homeless shelter, but a combination of these factors, making every case of homelessness unique. Understanding the conceptual definition of homelessness can enable policy makers and those specializing in these issues to look at homelessness in a different way. Instead of looking at a homeless individual as a statistic, we can begin to question and address the factors that have caused their homelessness. This greater understanding can lead to changes in policy that can incorporate this complex nature.

In terms of the operational definition of homelessness, it is necessary to understand how those recording our homelessness statistics are defining it. HUD defines and categorizes homelessness in four categories (HUD, 2012):

Category One- Literally Homeless: Individuals and families who lack a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence;

Category Two- Imminent Risk of Homelessness: Individuals and families who will imminently lose their primary nighttime residence;

Category Three- Homeless under other Federal Statutes: Unaccompanied youth under 25 years of age and families with children and youth who are
defined as homeless under other federal statutes who do not otherwise qualify as homeless under this definition;

Category Four- *Fleeing/Attempting to Flee Domestic Violence (DV):*
Individuals and families who are fleeing, or are attempting to flee, domestic violence, has no other residence and lack resources to obtain other permanent housing (HUD, 2012)

For a more detailed definition of the above 4 categories, as well as the recordkeeping requirements for each, see Figures 1 and 2. Unless otherwise stated, the counts included in this paper includes only Category One homelessness, literally homeless.

### 3.2. Units of Analysis and Variables

Units of analysis are the homeless population in the city of Worcester, Massachusetts, particularly those who utilize the healthcare services at Saint Vincent’s Hospital, UMass Memorial and University campuses as well as other healthcare providers such as community clinics and urgent cares. There are many different homeless populations, including families, youth, veterans and individuals and each can require a different approach in addressing their need. For the purpose of this paper we will be focusing primarily on individual homeless populations, both chronically homeless and temporarily homeless. Family, youth and veteran homeless approaches vary individually by policy and funding, thus this distinction needs to be made. While policies and funding differ for these populations, suggestions made in this paper might still apply to these populations, but further
research would need to be made to determine feasibility and effectiveness for these subpopulations.

For further information on the process of analysis, subject identification, interview process, quantitative data collection, and IRB status see Appendix A. The list of conversation starters used during interviews can be seen in Appendix B, other questions were asked dependent on where the conversation went. Interviewee reference chart can be found in Appendix C.

3.3. Limitations

While the mixed-methods approach was able to capture the multidimensional nature of the issue, there are still limitations that we were not able to overcome for the purposes of this project.

The biggest limitation for this project was the scope of the population. This research looks at only Category One homelessness. While the other three categories of homelessness are extremely important, the policies and solutions of the other three categories vary in ways that could not be included in this paper and further research will need to be done in order to adequately understand the issues that these categories of homeless are facing with health care and the means in which we can being to implement change to effect these issues.

While interviews were done with a good number of people from all different professions within the field, the research would have likely benefited from interviewing more. The range of providers who interact with homeless individuals or whose work greatly influences these services is vast. While the interviews I was able to complete spoke to a
variety of these services, part of this infrastructure was lacking representation in terms of research for this paper. Perspective from policy makers, government officials, both local and state, and medical professionals who care solely for homeless peoples was missing and would have added to the breadth of knowledge gained from interviews. Further research should consider getting the perspective of these individuals.

As of now there is very little research and practice being done at the intersection of health care and homelessness, this has proved to be a limitation to the extent that had there been more of a focus on these issues in other cities, more research and substantiated best practices would have existed. We however, are addressing the issue at a time when little has been done, thus the scope of existing research and best practices is fairly small compared to what we might have hoped it would be.

A huge limitation on the policy level is how policies around homelessness change state to state. With Worcester wanting to be at the top of the homelessness services game, we were forced to look at cities primarily outside of the state, such as Baton Rouge and Baltimore. The solutions that these cities have made might not be plausible for Worcester simply because of different policies. If we are unable to find a way around the existing policy, to find a way to make it work with what exists, we might have to start working on changing the policies, which will require lots more time and effort.

Despite these limitations, one of the benefits of this mixed-methods approach is that it provides a well-rounded account of the issues local hospitals are facing in regards to their homeless patients. It is my hope that by using both qualitative and quantitative data, my
argument for best practices and continued stakeholder collaboration will strengthen the arguments made in this study to affect future efforts in Worcester.

IV. LOCAL CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND

In order to better understand the current system in place for Worcester’s homeless population and the ways in which it can be improve, it is first necessary to understand the city itself and the parties at play. Below is an introduction to Worcester as well as to the various agencies involved in the Worcester’s homeless system that are key in its success and in the implementation of future changes.

4.1. Worcester, Massachusetts

Worcester is what is considered a “gateway city.” Gateway cities are midsized urban centers that anchor the regional economy but are challenged with a variety of social and economic factors. Worcester, like many others gateway cities, is struggling to get a hold on their homelessness issue, particularly when it pertains to the homeless population and hospital care.

Any Worcester resident would probably agree with you that Worcester has an issue, like most American cities, with homelessness. During all seasons, and on practically every street corner you’ll witness one or more homeless individuals moseying up the sidewalk with a sign in their hand asking for something from oncoming traffic. While it is evident through statistics that Worcester does have an issue with homelessness, the extent to which these homeless individuals deal with various health issues including substance abuse, mental health issues, and acute and chronic illness remains largely under researched. Annual Point
in Time counts (PIT) are done for both the City of Worcester and Worcester County, as facilitated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). While this project is focused on the city of Worcester and the services offered within its boundaries, it is important to note that a majority of homeless services in the county are located within city limits. With that being said, statistics from both the city and the county are provided. For insight into the number of homeless see Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for a break down the PIT counts. PIT counts offer very little insight to the health issues facing the homeless, and hospitals and other health services rarely collect data specific to the patient being homeless, which makes understanding the scope of the issue very difficult. The only quantitative data I was able to collect outside of the PIT counts came from the UMass Memorial University Campus Emergency Mental Health Department. This data shows that a high percentage of those seeking care or forced to seek mental health care often suffer from substance abuse. For a more detailed breakdown of homeless adults seen by UMass Memorial EMH see Figure 8. Further information on homeless health issues can be found within HUD’s Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), but it’s access is limited to administrators within the Continuum of Care. If this data were more readily available, researchers and providers would be able to gain a greater understanding of the issue and would be able to address it with more precision.

In looking at the current system in place for Worcester’s homeless population, it is first necessary to understand a little about Worcester in general. According to the latest U.S. Census, Worcester has a population of 181,045, about a quarter of the entire population of
Worcester County (United States Census Bureau, 2016). Compared to the state statistics, Worcester often falls behind on issues such as economy, health and education. The 2015 American Community Survey can help us further understand where Worcester stands in these areas. The median household income for Worcester residents is $45,472, more than $20,000 less than Massachusetts median household income (United States Census Bureau, 2016). In terms of housing, more than half of the city’s population is renting and the rental vacancy rate is relatively low (United States Census Bureau, 2016). At the time of the survey, 22.3% of the population were receiving Food Stamp/SNAP benefits in the past 12 months, compared to Massachusetts’ 12.5% (United States Census Bureau, 2016). The percentage of families whose income in the past 12 months was below the poverty line was 17.2%, compared to Massachusetts’ 8.2%, and the percentage of all peoples whose income in the past 12 months was below the poverty line was 22.4%, compared to Massachusetts’ 11.6% (United States Census Bureau, 2016). A more detailed breakdown of poverty in Worcester can be seen in Figures 9 and 10. These statistics and social indicators show more than just the struggle that many Worcester residents are having with poverty, but also indicate that perhaps there is something larger, something systemic, leading to these above average rates for the city. Living in poverty puts you at greater risk for experiencing homelessness, the two issues have many overlapping systemic issues that will be addressed in more detail later in this paper. Until then, understanding the key agencies involved in the homelessness system in Worcester will help us to solve these issues.
4.2. City of Worcester, Department of Health and Human Services

The City of Worcester’s role in addressing homelessness has evolved over the past decade. From 2007-2009, Worcester had the City Manager’s Taskforce on Homelessness, which developed the 2007 Plan to End Homelessness. From 2009 to 2013, Worcester County Regional Networks and the Interagency Council on Housing and Homelessness were working on tackling the issue, this later merged with the Continuum of Care (CoC) in 2014 and a more organizational structure emerged.

The City of Worcester Executive Office of Economic Development, in which the position of Homeless Projects Managers works out of, has always been a player in the grant management of HUD dollars dedicated to homeless or at-risk households, but this position is strictly dedicated to financial oversight. Then in September 2015 the Department of Health and Human Services was reinstated and a dedicated position for homeless assistance was created. “The mission of the Department of Health & Human Services is to provide coordination and management of the City’s critical services in the areas of Public Health, Veteran’s Services, Homeless Assistance, Human Rights and Disabilities, Elder Affairs, and Youth Services, and to maximize access to City programs and services by providing information and referral, advocacy, outreach and educational programs for all Worcester residents regardless of age, race, ability, or health condition” (Worcester Department of Health and Human Services, 2017). With the reinstatement of the Health and Human Services Department, the Department was tasked with overseeing community coordination on a variety of homeless initiatives including street outreach, seasonal protocol, participation
in the Continuum of Care, homeless prevention, and rapid re-housing. In July of 2016, the Homeless Projects Manager was hired, this position does more hands on work than any previous position and has allowed the City to be on the forefront of working on tackling homelessness.

4.3. City of Worcester, Police Department

The City of Worcester Police Department is often called out to assist with homeless individuals and families. A new crisis intervention training program, funded by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Mental Health Jail Diversion Grant, was introduced to Worcester in February 2016. Officers on the Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) are trained in techniques and best practices to de-escalate interactions with individuals in crisis, particularly those with mental illnesses. The goal of the Crisis Intervention Team is to safely respond to individuals with mental illness and “co-occurring” conditions such as homelessness, drug abuse, criminality, and victimization and to divert these individuals from the criminal justice system toward appropriate care and treatment (City of Worcester, 2016).

4.4. Quality of Life Taskforce

The Quality of Life Task Force is an interdepartmental team out of the City Manager’s Office, also established in September 2015. The Task Force provides rapid response to issues pertaining to the Quality of Life in Worcester, including but not limited to illegal dumping, vacant/problem properties, substance abuse outreach, collection of hypodermic needs, and homeless outreach. In terms of homeless outreach, the Quality of Life Task Force works on establishing relationships with unsheltered individuals and
connecting them to community providers as well as identify and problem-solve barriers that clients are facing in accessing housing, behavioral health treatment, and access to public benefits. While the Task Force’s primary goal is to get people off the streets and into housing, they also work to provide needed items such as food, blankets, clothes, toiletries, photo IDs or birth certificates, and vouchers for public transportation. The primary goal of the program is to connect these individuals to emergency shelter and/or other critical services in order to reduce the number of homeless people staying in places not meant for habitation (Calano, 2017).

4.5. Social Service Agencies who frequently provide services to the homeless

The South Middlesex Opportunity Council (SMOC) is an umbrella organization that works to “improve the quality of life of low-income and disadvantaged individuals and families by advocating for their needs and rights; providing services; educating the community; building a community of support; participating in coalitions with other advocates and searching for new resources and partnerships” (SMOC, 2017). SMOC offers affordable housing, but also runs the Triage & Assessment Center that operates as the city’s largest wet shelter, with 25 beds, for homeless adults. The Triage & Assessment Center is licensed to house 25 individuals, but they host 50-120 people on any given night of the year, often dependent upon the season. The Greater Worcester Housing Connection (GWHC) is a part of SMOC and assists those currently experiencing homelessness, but also formerly homeless individuals in accessing housing and supportive services in Worcester (SMOC, 2017).
The Central Massachusetts Housing Alliance (CMHA) works with Worcester’s homeless population to find long-term housing stability through education, access to tools and resources, and prevention. CMHA is also the lead organization of the Worcester County CoC, the regional entity of the CoC Program through HUD, and is responsible for coordinating the annual Point in Time Count (CMHA, 2017).

Veterans Inc. is a local organization in Worcester that works with the city’s homeless veteran population. By creating new opportunities with housing, employment, and health, Veterans Inc. is working to end the high rates of homelessness among America’s veterans. Veterans Inc., through the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), is able to offer long-term, transitional and emergency housing, case management, employment and training opportunities, as well as physical, mental and emotional care (Veterans Inc., 2017).

Additional organizations that serve unaccompanied homeless individuals include The Bridge of Central Massachusetts (through rapid re-housing), Abby’s House (emergency shelter for women and permanent supportive housing), LUK Inc. (unaccompanied homeless youth ages 18-24), and Community Healthlink (through permanent supportive housing).

4.6. Healthcare Agencies who frequently provide services to the homeless

UMass Memorial Medical Center is part of the UMass Memorial Health Care system, and is one of the major teaching hospitals of the University of Massachusetts Medical School located in Worcester. Worcester has two UMass Memorial locations, the Memorial Campus and the University Campus, both located in East Worcester. Each offers a top of the line Emergency Department, the University Campus also offers Emergency
Mental Health (EMH) services and is a verified Level 1 Trauma Center (UMass Memorial Medical Center, 2017).

In addition to its hospitals, UMass Memorial Medical Center is the parent organization for the behavioral health arm of UMass, which is Community HealthLink (CHL). CHL has been working since 1977 to reduce the effects of mental illness, substance abuse and homelessness in Worcester. Community HealthLink has two transitional housing programs with a total of 21 beds, and also runs the Homeless Outreach and Assistance Program (HOAP). HOAP was established in 1985 when staff at Community HealthLink realized how vital primary care was for their clients. HOAP’s primary care clinic now offers one of the only opportunity for homeless patients to receive primary care and a comprehensive array of services that include screenings, assessments, counseling, health care, rehabilitation and case management (UMass Memorial Community HealthLink, 2017).

Saint Vincent Hospital has served Worcester for over 125 years and is located in the heart of the city. Their fully equipped Emergency Department treats more than 60,000 patients a year (SVH, 2017).

Other healthcare agencies that frequently provide services to the homeless are Adcare, which provides alcohol and drug treatment, Spectrum Health Systems, which works with individuals impacted by addiction and/or mental health disorders, and the Family Health Center of Worcester, which provides access to primary healthcare and social services, regardless of patients’ ability to pay.
4.7. Worcester’s Current Homeless System Diagram

The following diagram shows the current infrastructure of Worcester’s homelessness system and the relationship between various service sectors.

**WORCESTER’S CURRENT HOMELESS SYSTEM**

Explanations: Homeless individuals can enter the system through any of the three bubbles and either stay in one bubble, get bounced around, or get lost (depends on each circumstance). The overlap represents any overlap that might happen between the two systems. This can include communication, collaboration, or even agencies that provide both health and social services, such as CHL/HOAP. The current system chart shows limited overlap, in agencies, as well as in communication and collaboration, of the three systems.
An improvement to this system will be discussed further in the Solutions section. A more detailed chart created by Katherine Calano, Homeless Projects Manager at the City of Worcester, is included in Figure 11.

4.8. Policies

The first major federal legislative response to homelessness was the McKinney-Vento Act of 1987. This Act provided funds not only for emergency shelter, transitional housing, and permanent housing, but also for job training, primary health care, mental health care, drug and alcohol treatment, education programs, and other supportive services. This legislation is reflective of the new forward thinking that was emerging at the time -- that homelessness was no longer just an issue of needing a place to stay, but was a much more complex issue that required many facets of care. It is also important to note the role of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) when addressing homelessness concerns. In the past, it was HUD’s responsibly to provide housing and supportive services, but now, with the Housing First approach to homelessness, HUD is refocusing its budget predominately on rent and housing. By focusing funding primarily on housing, HUD is expecting that other local, state, and federal agencies will play a greater role in providing the supportive care to go along side of housing. The United States Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) recently released an updated Opening Doors, the federal strategic plan to end homelessness. In terms of hospitals and homelessness, the plan calls for a more collaborative approach and stressed the importance of permanent housing as a solution for the chronically homeless who often are repeatedly seen in hospital emergency departments.
(USICH, 2015). The plan included five key parts to eliminating homelessness, increase leadership, collaboration, and civic engagement, increase access to stable and affordable housing, increase economic security, improve health and stability, and retool the homeless crisis response system (USICH, 2015). While there are lots of tools and policies around homelessness, in terms of the hospital’s role in homelessness, the resources are not very extensive.

Locally, the intersection between hospital care and the homeless is not a new topic, but it has been largely unaddressed until now. Only recently have efforts started addressing this facet of the homelessness issue. In a continued effort to make Worcester a healthier community, The Collation for a Healthy Greater Worcester, a partnership including UMass Memorial, the City of Worcester, Fallonhealth and others, recently released the 2016 Greater Worcester Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP). The plan had nine priority areas. As they pertain to homelessness, they include Substance Abuse, Access to Care, and Mental Health. With listed objectives and strategies, this is a strong start to seeing our community transformed. In terms of practicality the only issue it poses is that it is general to the priority areas listed above, and does not mention addressing homelessness directly.

V. FINDINGS

Below are the top three findings from the eight interviews of 20 people done February 2017, all additional findings can be found in Appendix D and E. Interviewee reference chart can be found in Appendix B.
5.1. Health Services Side (Interviews C, E, F, H)

5.1.1. Limitations of Hospitals

Hospital staff noted several limitations hospitals have when providing care to homeless patients. Regarding admission, staff noted that many homeless patients present at the ER with no medical needs, but rather just searching for something to eat and a place to sleep. While provision of food and shelter is necessary it is not in the scope of the work hospitals do. Additionally, homeless individuals not in need of medical attention use unnecessary resources, cost the hospital and medical system excessive funds, and take beds from others who might need them more (Interviews C, E, F). Regarding discharge, whether for further care or for hospice, healthcare staff stated that a patient’s lack of shelter creates an additional challenge with homeless patients who are considered a liability by nursing homes and are often refused admission to these types of services (Interviews F, H). With no place to go where care can be provided, homeless patients often end up at the shelter or on the streets where proper discharge plans cannot be maintained or can even worsen the patient’s condition. Often times hospitals need to refer patients to other resources after, but when these resources don’t exist or are limited, there is little that the staff can do (Interviews C, F, H). Health service providers also noted that providing care to homeless patients for chronic health issues is difficult because of the low rates of follow-up and difficulty in getting them out-patient care or treatment (Interview C).
5.1.2. Gaps in the system’s infrastructure

All agreed that shelter resources within the city were limited. Not only were there not enough shelters and beds, the requirements for a homeless individual to get into those shelters was very strict (Interviews C, E, F, H). The SMOC shelter for example, requires people to have lived in Worcester for at least 24 months in order to qualify for their services. This limitation was seen as a huge barrier in terms of homeless patients simply having a place to sleep at night. On another note, affordable housing in Worcester is lacking and individuals can stay on lists for years (Interview H). Part of the systemic issue in providing adequate care to homeless patients is that homeless individuals have limited access to health care (Interviews C, H), often have no Primary Care Physician (PCP) or primary health care (Interviews C, H), and substance abuse and mental health issues often interfere with receiving and accessing good health care (Interview F). Part of primary care is dental care, inadequate dental care can often lead to severe health issues such as bacterial endocarditis (bacterial infection of the inner lining of the heart), which had it been addressed promptly, could have been prevented (Interview H).

5.1.3. Unanimous on strengths

Health service providers were able to recognize only a few strengths in the current system, but were unanimous on those strengths. Due to the resources and services that CHL/HOAP and the SMOC Triage Center on Queen Street offer, these two agencies were seen as huge assets (Interviews C, E, F, H). Interviewees also noted that efforts to network with various agencies and representatives from those agencies has proven to be a great
resource in making connections and keeping up to date with changing services (Interviews F, E). These findings suggest that while the Worcester homeless system does have positive assets, those assets are limited. While health services providers recognize them as strong assets, they also recognize that these agencies resources are limited, which prevents them from being able to sufficiently handle all cases.

5.2. Social Service Side (Interviews A, B, D, G)

5.2.1. Stigma towards homeless patients

If homeless individuals do go in for treatment, they face issues of stigma when receiving care, inappropriate treatment and during discharge. Once they arrive at the hospital, as reported by social service representatives, from the beginning they are often not taken seriously because of their appearance or reputation, and staff jump straight to thinking of how they can be discharged as opposed to how they can be treated (Interviews A, B). While health providers try not to be biased, there’s an underlying stigma of homeless patients, especially that all are addicts (Interviews B, D). Social service representatives acknowledge that while substance abuse amongst the homeless is an issue, it is not an issue to the extent most healthcare providers might assume (Interviews B, D). Interviews with healthcare providers confirmed that they did think that most homeless patients are dealing with substance abuse and/or mental health (Interviews C, F). One of the greatest barriers that was presented in hospital treatment of homeless individuals was the lack of personal care, a care that lacks human connection. Social service workers say that their homeless clients leave feeling neglected and have said that the care they receive is discriminating (A, B, D).
One social service worker, for example, shared that one of her clients reported being treated in a hallway bed, as opposed to a room, where all of their medical information was discussed where everyone could hear, despite rooms being available (Interview B).

5.2.2. Communication and Discharge

In terms of providing the best care, many social service workers expressed disappointment in the lack of support and communication happening between hospitals, agencies, and patients, both in treatment and discharge (Interviews A, B, D, G). In addition to the lack of communication between hospitals, agencies and homeless patients, there were many other gaps recognized with hospital discharge of homeless patients. As discussed before, many feel that at admission, staff is already thinking about discharge, which leads to early and inappropriate discharges (Interviews A, B) and oftentimes these discharges do not consider the environment patients are being discharged to. Social service representatives state that health providers are ignorant of shelter environment, which is unsuitable for those needing further attention to their health (Interviews B, D). Several examples of inappropriate discharges to shelters were made including the discharge of a person with scabies to the triage center, which resulted in EMS having to come take the patient away in full hazmat (Interview B); the discharge of a man who had just undergone surgery for a double leg amputation who was sent in an ambulance from the hospital to the triage center, where he was unable to follow through with discharge instructions and was at great risk of infection (D); and multiple discharges of those needing hospice care to the triage center, which is in no way fit for those needing hospice care, nor does it have the resources to care for someone
in need of hospice care (Interview D). From the health services perspective, when they provide transport to the shelter after discharge, it is reported back by shelter staff that many of the homeless patients do not actually check into the shelter despite being dropped off there (Interviews E, F). Additionally, it was expressed that many hospital staff are not properly trained in triage center protocol, or if they are they do not follow it, which results in people getting lost in the system (Interview B).

5.2.3. Infrastructure

Regarding systems infrastructure, one of the major concerns that was recognized by both social service and healthcare workers was the idea of individuals being too sick for shelters but too healthy for hospitals and that there was nothing in between the two (Interviews A, B, D, F, H). Hospitals can only care for a person to a certain point (Interview A), and the current shelters are not suitable for most medical discharges (Interviews A, B, D), which the more social work side of the health services agreed with (Interview H). Additionally, there is a lack of shelter beds in general, as well as a lack of affordable housing (Interviews B, D, H) and supportive services that go along with the housing first model (Interview A). For many homeless individuals, whether dealing with an illness or not, the shelter is used only as a last resort, many homeless would rather live on the streets than go to the shelter (Interviews B, D), something that some in health services were witnessing as well (Interview H). From both the social service side and the health service side we heard that there is a huge issue with stigma around the issues of homelessness, substance abuse, and mental health, in particular the later, and along with that, a lack of psychiatric beds in
the city (Interviews A, H) and a long wait for specialized doctors, including mental health practitioners (Interview B). A barrier in terms of finding solutions and improving the system is the lack of communication, divided systems, and the fact that we can’t come to one conclusion because everyone has their own idea of how to solve it (Interview D).

5.2.4. Client A

Interviews with social service workers exposed the gut-wrenching truth about how the current system is failing some of our most vulnerable residents. Many interviewees working in the social service sector shared how Worcester’s homeless residents are falling through the cracks because of gaps in the system within social services, health services, and between the two. See Appendix F to read the story of Client A, a chronically homeless resident of Worcester. His story shows how these gaps in services lead to detrimental results for our homeless population. With the work done with this project, the goal is to prevent stories like this from continuing.

VI. ANALYSIS

Once all interviews were completed I was able to analyze the findings to learn the varying issues facing Worcester from a more systematic perspective. In order to analyze the interviews all together I divided them into three categories based largely on the question topics, but also on the resulting conversations. The categories are (1) gaps and barriers of the current system, (2) strengths and assets of the current system, and (3) implications and solutions. While interviews were divided into these three categories for initial analysis, what arose after analyzing these notes did not fit into the categories, but spoke largely to the
function of the system as a whole. In analyzing the findings a few overarching themes arose that will help us understand the system as a whole and ways we can target potential solutions in the future.

Substance abuse was seen as a huge issue with homeless individuals by health service workers, to the extent that health service workers expressed that almost all homeless individuals were using and to no one’s fault but their own. Substance abuse for many is a mental health issue, it is not something that they can simply decide one day to quit. Likewise, when their life has so many things going wrong, substance use might seem like their only choice to make it to the next day, it’s something that they can do to forget about the miseries of life. Health service workers seemed largely to misunderstand this mental health issue and instead blame the homeless’ use of substance for their current situation. The fact that health services workers themselves express the largest bias of all interviewees regarding homeless individuals and substance use is very concerning. Substance abuse, mental health, and homelessness are all issues that come with their own stigmas and misunderstandings, both in the public, and apparently within health professions as well. It is evident that more education is needed in these fields in order to reduce stigma, give an accurate portrayal of the issues, and teach that these illnesses and situations are often not a choice. The relationship between substance abuse and mental health is not well understood considering that for much of the homeless population coexisting issues makes things more difficult. In addition to education, in order for both social and health service workers to provide the type of
coordinated care homeless individuals need, an understanding of how substance abuse and mental health issues work within these systems is needed.

Homelessness is a multifaceted issue, as is the system in which we provide care to the homeless. It became apparent through analysis that this system is very divided and very broken. The first question asked during interviews was of the strengths and assets of the system. Few interviewees were able to list any strengths or assets, and ones that were listed almost always overlapped with what was mentioned by others. The fact that so few strengths and assets were listed shows that there are definitely ways in which we can improve the system. When asked to list any strengths and assets of the system, interviewees listed one, maybe two, if any strengths, followed with a “but…” and a detailed explanation of what was also wrong with that factor. For example, CHL/HOAP was listed as an asset by many of the representatives in both sectors (Interviews C, D, E, F, H), but was often followed up with an explanation that they are relatively small and are limited in who and how they can help. This overarching response shows that this system is in need of some intense TLC.

After asking of the strengths and assets of the system, interviewees often ended up talking about other unrelated gaps and barriers without being prompted by the gaps and barriers question. In well over half of the interviews this was the case, perhaps it was just interview jitters, but I think that most of them recognize that the system as a whole has a number of real gaps. The fact that it was easier for all parties to identify gaps in the system was disappointing, but also reflective of the system itself. The system as a whole is in need of more “great resources,” something for homeless individuals between hospitals and
shelters, clinical and social case management, policy changes, and more shelters, beds, affordable housing, and social services. All of these things are tangible solutions that we can consider working towards, but will likely take time to put into action and to begin effecting the issue of homeless individuals’ health continuing to worsen.

With this said, we must also pose the question of responsibility: Who’s problem is it? The answer is that it is not one person or one organization’s problem, rather, the solution will require coordination and collaboration by many. The current system is totally fragmented, as we have seen by the process itself, but also in responses during the interviews. Division of the system into health services and social services was done after interviews as a result of the interviews showing a distinct separation between the two. In the interviews I found that social workers were often the ones noting the more social issues (not enough behavioral health, affordable housing etc.) and many of the solutions posed by health service professionals were typically only targeted to the work they did, only a few spoke to the system as a whole. Even within health services, most problems and solutions discussed in interviews only reflected the specific field they were in, whether they were in the emergency room, emergency mental health, etc. Many of the gaps and barriers listed by both sectors reflected their poor opinion of the other side. Each sector, while they recognize they are not perfect, thought the main issue was with the other. Upon analysis I believe that there are two main reasons that this is the case: a lack of understanding and a lack of communication. Both of these could potentially be fairly simple to fix, at least in terms of time and funds required, and would come with great reward.
The first factor contributing to the separate systems is a lack of understanding. Interviewees had knowledge of their own specific systems but limited information and understanding of systems outside of their direct work. In looking at the issue of health care for the homeless, it really is two separate systems, health and social services. While this might be the case, if a change is to be affected, both parties will need to look at and attempt to understand both sides of the equation. In order to understand how the system as a whole is effecting our most vulnerable populations, it is necessary to understand each other’s systems and the ways in which the systems interact. It will be impossible to get together and find a solution if we can’t even recognize the other systems involved.

The second factor that is contributing to these divided systems is a lack of communication and collaboration. As one interviewee put it, Worcester has a wealth of different agencies, but there is a lack of communication between them all (Interview G). This in the long run will not necessarily affect them directly, but it is effecting those relying on their work. Individuals get lost in the system because social service workers and health service workers lack of communication and collaboration. Many sited HIPAA as a factor that has limited communication about certain individuals and their health information. While this is a legitimate factor, until something can be done to change it, we must investigate other steps that can be taken to improve communication. HIPAA is by far not the only factor limiting communication, issues with who to call, unanswered phone calls and discharge plans being ignored are things that can be changed without having to change policies. Through all my interviews I heard lots of good ideas about how to improve understanding,
communication and collaboration. When these separate systems can see past their differences, come together to make a plan and put it into practice we will begin to see change.

The health service and social service systems operate completely on their own with little communication and collaboration between the two. A bridge between these two systems needs to be made before we can do anything else. By bridging the two systems together, through collaboration and communication and eliminating the distinct barrier between the two, we can begin to fill in the gaps where individuals have been lost in the past.

VII. SOLUTIONS

Solutions to improve the homeless system were taken from what health and social services workers recommended in interviews. While a majority of the solutions are ones that can be applied in many communities, it is important to consider the system infrastructure regarding health care for the homeless, as well as assumptions these solutions might make and the appropriateness of the solution for a specific community. These interventions and solutions are specific to Worcester and are takeaways of the author’s research and conclusions made of the system based off of that data, thus might not be appropriate in every community.

7.1. Proposed Short-term Solution: Collaboration and Communication

Practically every interview’s reflection on gaps and barriers spoke to the need for greater collaboration and better communication from both health services and social services in Worcester. Collaboration speaks to the relationships within and between organizations. Five benefits of enhanced collaboration are: improved client outcomes, better client
satisfaction, better risk management, lower costs, and better employee satisfaction (McDonald, 2016). Collaboration between hospitals and social service agencies regarding vulnerable populations needs to be tailored to the role of specific agencies and the needs to the patient, which can make it fairly complicated. However, establishing collaboration between already existing parties would be a solution that works to strengthen the current infrastructure as opposed to building additions onto it. Many interviews suggested that funding could help solve the problem of poor health care for the homeless, funding however is difficult to come by. For Worcester, enhancing the services we already have will be a fairly simple and cost-effective alternative to other pricier options and should have great reward. In order for this to work in Worcester we need to bring together all the agencies involved in providing health and social services for the homeless population. For further details on ways in which this meeting could be facilitated, see Appendix G.

Collaboration will need to consider ways in which we can improve networking, discharge planning, follow-up visits, transportation, and communication. While collaboration is necessary, additional research in these topics will help enhance these efforts. The “Resource” section below provides some sites that have a large supply of resources for communities and agencies looking to improve certain aspects of their homeless system. An important part of this collaboration includes networking, allowing health service workers to learn agencies and social services as well as the individuals who work at them. Ways in which we can promote networking amongst Worcester health service and social service agencies will need to be considered as a continual process. Networking is an important part
of any job, but in providing care to this vulnerable population networking is especially important in providing a continuum of care. Communication plays a key role in effective collaboration. Once relationships are created, communication functions as a tangible factor that allows those relationships to continue. Worcester agencies need to work together to create a means of real-time, seamless communication that works across agencies.

7.1.1. Improved System Diagram

Building on the previous diagram of Worcester’s current homeless system, the following diagram shows a system in which collaboration and communication have been improved.

Explanation: With this design the goal is better collaboration and communication between agencies, but also agencies that exist within the overlap. By increasing the overlap by means of communication and collaboration, tightening the system, eliminating the distinct barrier
between the two and creating bridges and paths that connect them all, the system will begin to fill in the gaps where individuals have been lost in the past.

7.2. Proposed Short-term Solution: Trainings

Several social service representatives expressed the need of further training for health service workers. This proposal speaks largely to the division of the two systems but would help the health service side understand social services more and potentially unify the two separate systems by allowing for a more united effort to providing health care for Worcester’s homeless population. Training topics considered interviews spoke predominantly to two of the issues homeless patients experience, lack of compassionate care and lack of informed care.

Regarding informed care, social service workers suggested extensive diversity trainings, training on understanding and handling someone under the influence, and a greater understanding of complex drug reactions. One of the issues in Worcester was inappropriate discharge from the hospital to the triage center. Triage center staff suggest that hospital staff come see the shelter environment to know the conditions they are discharging to and to perhaps prevent future such discharges from occurring. In terms of compassionate care, social service workers suggested that we inform health workers of what it is to be homeless, that not all are addicts, but many are just faced with one too many of life’s challenges. One of the main issues with homeless receiving care at hospitals were complaints of unfair treatment on the grounds of being homeless. Social services workers suggested that we have lost a sense of human connection in our medical system and need to find a way to reintegrate
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adequate, fair and equal assessment, treatment and discharge back into the routine. On a similar note it was suggested that we need the inclusion of care for vulnerable populations in the curriculum to become a doctor, nurse, clinician or other health service worker. While these trainings sound like a great idea and could help establish better, compassionate and understanding care, I worry about the receptiveness of them by healthcare staff. Compassionate care is not something that you can simply teach. Compared to their mainstream healthcare counterparts, healthcare programs that deal with specifically homeless and other vulnerable populations have shown to provide the compassionate care that patients desire, both in Worcester and across the nation.

7.3. Proposed Medium-term Solution: Policing

Policing is a huge issue with many city’s homeless populations. Homeless individuals and families are often scared of police and avoid them at all costs. Police are figures in our community who should help keep the community safe and help keep its people safe. In many communities, while being homeless is not criminalized, people experiencing homelessness fear the police because of the power they have, they fear getting arrested for one thing or another. Recent efforts in the city of Worcester and in other cities have aimed to change this conception. Worcester’s creation of CIT officers and the Quality of Life Taskforce has effectively begun to change the relationship police have with homeless individuals, but there are still ways in which they can improve (Interview B). Social service workers requested more availability of CIT officers and a greater sense of community policing (Interview B). By community policing they referred back to when they were a kid
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and police knew the entire neighborhood, they couldn’t skip school without someone finding out because everyone knew everyone. Sincere, honest community policing, especially with our most vulnerable populations is needed as opposed to the policing that deals with criminals, raids, johns, and drugs. As one Worcester police officer put it, the homeless and mentally ill need services, not jail (Interview G). Worcester is on its way to transforming its policing, but the CIT and Quality of Life Taskforce is only a small portion of their team.

The City of Cambridge, MA, for example, has created the Homeless Outreach Program, which, like Worcester’s Quality of Life Taskforce, is a multi-disciplinary group dedicated to working with the city’s homeless population. The group works to develop new strategies for interacting with the homeless population and to identify pathways through which the homeless can obtain housing and succeed in their new environment (CPD, 2017). The Worcester Police Department would definitely benefit by looking at ways other cities are changing the reputation of their police departments and ways in which their police departments are helping vulnerable populations receive and stay connected with services. While CIT and the Quality of Life Taskforce are a great beginning, having the entire Police Department on board with these new practices would greatly benefit Worcester’s homeless population.

7.4. Proposed Long-term Solution: Medical Respite Beds and Psychiatric Beds

One of the major gaps in Worcester’s provision of care for homeless patients, and one that is seen in many other communities as well, is the gap that presents itself when a patient is too healthy for the hospital but not healthy enough for the shelter. As discussed
earlier, the shelter environment is not one that is conducive to individuals recovering from procedures or dealing with chronic or acute medical conditions that need special attention. Medical respite programs fill in the gap in the continuum of care for homeless patients by providing a safe space for those in need of special medical attention but not to the point of needing a hospital stay.

The National Health Care for the Homeless Council (NHCHC) found 78 medical respite programs in the U.S. Operating agencies of these 78 medical respite programs were either non-profits (60 programs), hospitals (14 programs), Health Care for the Homeless (HCH) (27 programs), and/or public (6 programs). For individuals using these services the average length of stay was 42 days and in addition to medical care, services included in these programs almost always include meals, transportation and case management (NHCHC, 2016).

The Barbara McInnis House in Boston is the only medical respite program in the state of Massachusetts and one of only three in all of New England (the other two are in Connecticut and operate out of homeless shelters, New Haven Columbus House Respite Program and New London Homeless Hospitality Respite). From 1988-1993, Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program (BHCHP) had shelter-based medical beds, but in 1993 opened the Barbara McInnis House, a stand-alone facility within BHCHP which provides care to homeless men and to women with comprehensive medical, nursing, behavioral, dental, and case management services. It has 104 medical respite beds with an average length of stay of 12 days. The program admits patients 24 hours a day, seven days a week from
hospitals, shelters, emergency departments, outpatient clinics, and directly from the street by referral from their BHCHP Street Team. In terms of clinical staff, they have on-site physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants and nurses, but also offer dental, podiatry, optometry, and physical therapy. In addition, the Barbara McInnis House has on-site a full service pharmacy. Their funding sources include hospital funding, HRSA 330(h) funds, HUD funding, Medicaid/Medicare funding, as well as private donations and foundation grants (NHCHC, 2016).

The NHCHC has an entire page dedicated to their medical respite tool kit and includes resources to help organizations and advocates plan, develop, and sustain medical respite programs in their own communities. They have easily accessible resources pertaining to development and finance, operations, as well as policy and advocacy (NHCHC, 2017). Creating medical respite program in Worcester would require the collaboration of numerous social services agencies, hospitals and other health services agencies. While the stand-alone medical respite program in Boston is one of the best, it might not be practical for a city like Worcester, rather an addition of a medical respite program to an existing homeless shelter might be the more promising.

The idea of incorporating medical respite beds in Worcester, either within the existing shelter system or as a new entity is definitely a long-term goal. In the short-term, as suggested by interviewees, a systematic approach needs to be developed for our homeless patients in the hospital and at discharge. Part of the issue with this is staff training, where improperly informed staff are not aware of the guidelines for discharging homeless patients
or even for caring for them. Much of the current health system is what one interviewee referred to as a cookie cutter system in which everyone receives the same care. This model has proven to be negligent in terms of providing the care homeless patients need; with homeless in particular, every patient and every case is unique and their treatment and discharge planning needs to be as well. At intake and assessment staff needs to understand where patients are coming from and not immediately planning their discharge. While Worcester might not be able to have a program like BHCHP in place in the near future, perhaps Worcester could start a smaller version of it at hospitals with specialized teams that are trained to work with homeless patients. The Baltimore chapter of HCH has care teams comprised of 6-12 members that represent the range of clinical roles needed to meet all clients’ whole-person care needs (Baltimore HCH, 2017). While these teams operate in a health home, the idea is something that could conceivably be practiced in a hospital. Incorporation of care teams into Worcester emergency departments that experience high traffic of homeless patients could help provide tailored care to homeless patients.

7.5. Proposed Long-term Solution: Proactive Health Care

A major gap in Worcester’s provision of care for homeless patients is the lack of services for proactive medical, dental and psychiatric care. With proactive health care we would see fewer homeless patients experiencing worsening chronic illness, worsening injuries and acute illnesses and in the long run would spend less in emergency and hospital care. The seventh objective with Opening Doors is to improve health and stability by integrating primary and behavioral healthcare services with homeless assistance programs
and housing to reduce people’s vulnerability to and the impacts of homelessness (USICH, 2015). Proactive health care for our vulnerable populations in collaboration with stable housing has proven to be an effective and cost-saving intervention. An excellent example of how this has been done is the Boston chapter of HCH (BHCHP), which provides services in adult primary care, behavioral health, family care, medical respite care and oral health (BHCHP, 2017). In terms of primary care, BHCHP has 60 clinic locations throughout greater Boston, but also follow patients on the streets, in their medical respite program, in shelter-based clinics, and in hospitals and housing (BHCHP, 2017). They aim to provide regular contact and uninterrupted care, something that is lacking in the Worcester system. As BHCHP states, “Without BHCHP these patients would either go untreated until more serious issues arose or they would find their way to hospital emergency and urgent care departments around the city” (BHCHP, 2017). Partnerships that have allowed BHCHP to be so successful are vast and range from collaboration with the medical community and shelters, to the state and federal government (BHCHP, 2017). They’re list of partnerships listed over 100 partnerships, Worcester will need to work on collaborating and strengthening its relationships between agencies before we can tackle something this large.

7.6. Proposed Long-term Solution: Shelters

One of the issues with Worcester’s homeless system is the lack of shelters. As one of the interviewees said, we just need to give the homeless a place to sleep. Not only does Worcester need more shelter beds, shelter requirements also need to be more flexible. For non-profit agencies who get outside funding, requirements are often determined by the
funder and limit the agency from helping certain people. One way in which Worcester is already increasing emergency beds for homeless, particularly in the winter is through opening emergency shelters through churches. It would be worth looking into whether churches would be willing and able to start having emergency shelter beds in all seasons, but also working with existing shelters to increase capacity and access more funds to do so. In the long run the goal is stable, affordable housing instead of shelters, but emergency shelters offer a place for homeless who have not yet had the chance to finish the process for attaining more permanent housing.

7.7. Proposed Long-term Solution: More Affordable Housing/Public Housing

The third objective in Opening Doors is to provide affordable housing to people experiencing or most at risk of homelessness by increasing access to stable and affordable housing (USICH, 2015). The logic behind this objective lies in the primary factor that leads to homelessness: those with low income are unable to afford the high cost of housing. If we can target the factors that lead to homelessness before they have time to occur, we can prevent homelessness from happening in the first place. In order for this to work we need to provide affordable housing to the populations most vulnerable of becoming homeless. Increasing affordable housing can work on two levels, preventing homelessness, and rehousing the homeless. The Housing First model has been adopted by many communities and has proven to be an effective policy in housing the homeless. As stated in Opening Doors, “the Housing First approach in supportive housing incorporates strategies that minimize barriers to housing access or pre-conditions related to housing readiness, sobriety,
or engagement in treatment. They assist participants to move into permanent housing quickly and provide the intensive supportive services needed to help residents achieve and maintain housing stability and improvements in their overall condition. These practices seek to end homelessness by “screening in,” rather than “screening out” the most vulnerable people who are experiencing chronic homelessness and often have the greatest challenges to housing success” (USICH, 2015). By increasing affordable housing and including social services in housing we would be able to not only work with previously homeless individuals and families on social issues, but also in terms of health care. The concept of “housing as health care” argues that housing acts as one of the factors that strongly influences individual’s health. Think about it this way: without a house, individuals have little control over their environment, which can lead to both chronic and acute illnesses, but also if they do get sick, they have no means of recovering in a safe space. Opening Doors lists five strategies to increase access to stable and affordable housing (USICH, 2015).

1. Support additional rental housing subsidies through Federal, state, local and private resources;
2. Expand the supply of affordable rental homes where they are most needed through Federal, state, and local efforts;
3. Improve access to federally-funded housing assistance by eliminating administrative barriers and encouraging prioritization;
4. Encourage collaboration between public housing agencies, multifamily housing owners, and homeless services;
5. Increase service-enriched housing by co-locating or connecting services with affordable housing (USICH, 2015).

In Worcester, efforts to connect with housing agencies, multifamily home owners and landlords would need to be made in order to promote the idea of affordable housing in already existing units. For future developments, benefits of incorporating low-income housing need to be promoted and lobbied for. This work would ideally come out of existing networks with landlords and homeless agencies, but also new ones will likely need to be created between these agencies, the City of Worcester and landlords and developers.

7.8. Proposed Medium-term Solution: Case Management

Studies show that clinical and social case management helps drastically improve health outcomes for homeless and other vulnerable populations. A 2009 study looked at the effectiveness of case management and housing in reducing hospital visits in a group of 407 homeless individuals in Chicago experiencing chronic health issues (Sadowski, 2009). Case management was offered onsite, at transitional housing, and at permanent housing. After 18 months of housing and case management services, the group of formally chronically homeless individuals was experiencing 29% fewer hospitalizations, 29% fewer days in the hospital and 24% fewer emergency room visits (Sadowski, 2009). The study was able to conclude that addition of stable housing and case management helped decrease hospital visits and days spent at the hospital in homeless individuals experiencing chronic health issues (Sadowski, 2009). Improved case management in clinical and social care guides patients through the system and helps them get back on their feet. In the Chicago study, usual
care amounted to a hospital social worker who helped with discharge but had no continued relationship after discharge, similar to what many of Worcester’s homeless patients have. The intervention that produced the results was case management at the hospital and at the housing sites, be it transitional, medical respite, or permanent housing. Case managers all had a master’s level education, no more than 20 clients, and were in touch with their clients at least bi-weekly (Sadowski, 2009).

In terms of the services provided in case management, services can vary greatly. In a supplemental document to the Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness, USICH identifies permanent supported housing as a cost-effective strategy for ending chronic homelessness (USICH, 2010). The key word with this strategy is “supported.” According to USICH, permanent supported housing is not one specific program model, rather it encompasses all “subsidized housing matched with accompanying supportive services” (USICH, 2010). These supportive services help clients overcome obstacles such as mental health issues and substance abuse, that might hinder them from remaining housed. Clinical case management might include services that help tenants manage their health or mental health problems, aid in the use of health care services, limit their substance use or prevent relapse, develop social skills, and navigate the social services system. On the more social side of case management, supportive services can offer clients assistance in learning skills necessary for independent living through services such as budget counseling, employment services, educational programs, legal services and transportation (USICH, 2010).
A unique take on case management for social services is the use of peer-delivered social support services. Peer support, particularly with homeless individuals dealing with substance abuse or mental health issues, offers clients a means to tackle their issue with someone who knows what they are experiencing, someone who has navigated the system before and has overcome those problems. Training and certification is needed in most cases, but for a homeless client to be able to connect with someone who has shared these experiences is often times a life changing opportunity (NHCHC, 2013).

Interviews showed that currently workloads for social workers and case managers are too much and many homeless individuals have no idea who their case manager is if they have one at all. For Worcester, improved case management would definitely benefit all parties at hand. Decreasing the workload of current case managers would allow workers to focus more on each of their clients and for clients to benefit from their assistance. Increased funding to hire and/or train more case managers is needed and grants could be a potential source to fill that gap. Insurance companies as well are often including case management for certain patients, which is something that agencies need to understand in more detail to permit them to utilize services that currently are untapped. UMass Memorial has an entire staff dedicated to case management of hospital patients that qualify for their services through either MassHealth or Medicaid. This resource and others like it is something that needs to be included in future discussions and utilized more readily.
7.9. Proposed Long-term Solution: Statewide Health Records System

A statewide electronic health records system is something that many states are beginning to implement. While it is an extremely expensive project and takes years to build the networks necessary for it to work, it allows doctors to provide better care by making it easier to find patients’ records and by cutting down on unnecessary treatments. In terms of providing health care to the homeless individuals, a statewide electronic health records system would help doctors provide the best care, which has often been lacking for populations who don’t have primary care and easy access to their own health records. By knowing who patients have seen, for what, and the type of treatment given, doctors will be able to provide care that is more tailored to the patient’s medical history. While there are many states joining the efforts to implement a statewide electronic health records system, the program in Illinois provided more information than others. For a contract of $7.25 million, the Illinois state government hired InterSystems, a software company that works on providing connected care, to develop the Illinois Health Information Exchange (IHIE). Illinois received $18.8 million over four years from a federal grant program that helps states to assist healthcare providers and hospitals with the exchange of electronic health records (InterSystems, 2012). Governor Pat Quinn (2009-2015) of Illinois stated that, “Building our electronic health information exchange is a major step in transforming health care and helping patients,” Governor Quinn said. He continued by saying, “statewide access to electronic records means that vital patient information will be instantly available to doctors
and hospitals when it is needed most, improving healthcare delivery and saving lives” (InterSystems, 2012).

David Bates of Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, conducted a pilot study ending in September 2008 of three Massachusetts communities regarding the statewide implementation of electronic health records. The study looked at usage rates of electronic health records (EHR) in the state, how EHR might reduce medication errors and improve the quality of outpatient care, how receptive doctors were to EHR, and what kind of programming would help increase adoption of EHR implementation. Bates found that barriers to adoption of EHR in medical practices was largely due to financial limitations. Of those who had adopted EHR for their practice, Bates found that only a small portion were consistently using key functions, the use of which proved to improve quality of care and reduce malpractice settlements (Bates, 2008). The more practices that use EHR the easier a statewide electronic health record system will be to put in place. Massachusetts has over six million residents cared for by approximately 20,000 physicians in about 6,000 practices (Bates, 2008). While this study does not address the effects an electronic health records (EHR) might have on homeless populations, in theory homeless populations would benefit similarly in terms of improved care as a result of the records system. This is a long-term solution that would need to take place at the state level, not local. At the local level, however, it would be important to bring up support of a statewide electronic health records system at state wide functions, but also to encourage use of EHR by local health practices.
7.10. Proposed Long-term Solution: One Stop Shop

The proposed idea of a “One Stop Shop,” a place where homeless individuals can go to get all the necessary paperwork for services is an idea that has been put into place in a few communities. The foundation of this idea came from social service workers seeing homeless individuals sent from agency to agency to get all the paperwork necessary for housing and other services. This process proved far too complicated and many homeless individuals would give up before receiving services. The concept of a “One Stop Shop” is a part of creating a continuum of care for homeless clients. A great example is the One Stop of Baton Rouge’s Capital Area Alliance for the Homeless (CAAH). CAAH is a continuum of care network for the homeless in the Baton Rouge Capital Area and has several member agencies that help to provide housing (Emergency Shelter, Transitional Housing, and Permanent Supportive Housing), outreach, Medicaid enrollment, behavioral health referrals, substance abuse treatment, veterans services, life skills training, job training/placement, youth shelters, and literacy/GED classes (CAAH, 2017). The One Stop streamlines the process of serving homeless families and individuals. Homeless clients are able to access a broad range of services in one location, which help to streamline the process of housing homeless families and individuals (CAAH, 2017).

In Worcester some of the larger agencies that provide services across the board, such as SMOC and Veterans Inc., might be a good candidate for a project such as this. With a “One Stop Shop,” location would be incredibly important to consider as you would need it to be in a place that is easy to access for clients.
7.11. Proposed Long-term Solution: Policy Changes

In a perfect world we would have policies that significantly reduce rates of economic instability, job insecurity and other factors that lead to homelessness. Policies have been shifting that with recent administrations with the McKinney-Vento Act of 1987, the Affordable Care Act of 2010, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 and others. However, the future of where political legislation might go is currently unclear. Policy change on the local level, however, is still persuadable, which is where local government and citizen participation steps in. The Housing First policy, for example, which is adopted at a local level has shown to reduce or solve the issue for many cities.


In terms of ability to implement many of the above solutions, increased funding will be needed. Grants are an excellent way to fund projects that help our most vulnerable populations. CAAH agencies, for example, have received over $20,000,000 from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s McKinney-Vento Supportive Housing Program for specific projects and partnerships since 1996 (CAAH, 2017). In looking at funding sources for projects, the type of agency responsible for the project, time range and type of services provided will all need to be considered, but funding sources can range from federal funding to foundation grants, crowd sourcing and private donations. Sometimes finding funding will require thinking outside of the box or tailoring your program to the funders request. In looking to expand their services, non-profits might consider applying for private funding or even federal funding. For large scale projects federal funding might be
the best bet as they provide multimillion dollar funds for many initiatives, including supportive housing, statewide health record systems, medical respite beds, and more. For Worcester, looking into what sort of programs the federal government is funding and what sort of organizations are getting those funds will be immensely beneficial in large scale projects for the future.

7.13. Resources

USICH has published numerous resources on their website that provide tools for those looking at implementing these solutions. Their solutions speak to all factors impacting homelessness and include housing, health, jobs, education, crisis response, criminal justice reform and collaborative leadership. Each of these factors has a data base of tools available to the public. Health care for example has tools such as “A Quick Guide to Improving Medicaid Coverage for Supportive Housing Services” and “Engaging Legal Services in Community Efforts to Prevent and End Homelessness.”

NHCHC has a website with additional web resources in the areas of government, housing, homelessness, health, policy and advocacy but also has their own tool kits for topics such as medical respite, case management, and discharge planning. NHCHC also has a practice-based research network with various studies that might help various communities decide what would work best for them by looking more in depth at how others accomplished certain solutions.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In order to address the issue of homelessness, the structural integrity of the system must be first be addressed. By building a strong basis for the system through increased collaboration and improved communication of all parties involved, homeless individuals will be able to receive better care. While a solid base is necessary, it is also important to keep in mind the multidimensional nature of the issue of homelessness, and the internal and external forces acting against homeless populations. Many of these forces will require long term solutions and changes in many sectors, but improvements in collaboration and communication and other solutions mentioned in this paper will begin a cascade of change to the system.

In reflecting on what I learned through this research, I discovered that this was all much more complicated and fragmented that I had originally thought. While I predicted the lack of resources within the city, I did not think there was going to be as many issues with communication and collaboration. I learned that what I assumed was going to be one system in providing health care for homeless individuals was, in reality, divided into two systems that have had very little history of collaborating on the issue of homelessness. The current approach for agencies in the city of Worcester regarding health care for the homeless is very fragmented, agencies don’t talk to each other and as a result homeless individuals get bounced back and forth and end up falling through the cracks. By exploring the homeless system of Worcester the gaps and barriers that have limited provision of adequate and effective health care to our homeless population were identified. Through investigating the
issues that Worcester is experiencing and solutions to match, this case study has laid the groundwork for gateway cities and other communities experiencing similar problems.
### IX. FIGURES

**Fig. 1.** The Criteria for Defining Homeless as dictated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Source: HUD, 2012

| Category   | Literally Homeless                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 | Imminent Risk of Homelessness                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 | Homeless under other Federal statutes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 | Fleeing/Attempting to Flee DV                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
|------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| **Category 1** | (1) Individual or family who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence, meaning:  
- Has a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private place not meant for human habitation;  
- Is living in a publicly or privately operated shelter designated to provide temporary living arrangements including congregate shelters, transitional housing, and hotels and motels paid for by charitable organizations or by federal, state and local government programs;  
- Is exiting an institution where (s)he has resided for 90 days or less and who resided in an emergency shelter or place not meant for human habitation immediately before entering that institution. | (2) Individual or family who will imminently lose their primary nighttime residence, provided that:  
- Residence will be lost within 14 days of the date of application for homeless assistance;  
- No subsequent residence has been identified; and  
- The individual or family lacks the resources or support networks needed to obtain other permanent housing. | (3) Unaccompanied youth under 25 years of age, or families with children and youth, who do not otherwise qualify as homeless under this definition, but who:  
- Are defined as homeless under the other listed federal statutes;  
- Have not had a lease, ownership interest, or occupancy agreement in permanent housing during the 60 days prior to the homeless assistance application;  
- Have experienced persistent instability as measured by two moves or more during the preceding 60 days; and  
- Can be expected to continue in such status for an extended period of time due to special needs or barriers. | (4) Any Individual or family who:  
- Is fleeing, or is attempting to flee, domestic violence;  
- Has no other residence; and  
- Lacks the resources or support networks to obtain other permanent housing. |
Fig. 2. The Recordkeeping Requirements for homelessness as dictated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Source: HUD, 2012
**Homeless Individuals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Massachusetts</th>
<th>Worcester County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>549,928</td>
<td>19,608</td>
<td>1,572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** The annual Point in Time count of the nation’s homeless population reports from the night of January 27, 2016. Source: HUD Exchange, 2016. These half a million homeless individuals were either sleeping outside, in an emergency shelter or in transitional housing (National Alliance to End Homelessness, 2016).

**Worcester County Breakdown**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1,572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaccompanied youth (under 25)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenting youth (under 25)</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children of parenting youth</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In Families**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheltered</td>
<td>1,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsheltered</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronically homeless</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Individuals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>528</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheltered</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsheltered</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronically homeless</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronically homeless unsheltered</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4.** Worcester County Point in Time count. Source: HUD Exchange, 2016

**Persons in Households without Children**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sheltered</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Households</td>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>Transitional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Persons (Adults)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Persons (18 - 24)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Persons (over age 24)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average Household Size** 1.4

**Fig. 5.** The 2016 Annual Point in Time count done by Central Massachusetts Housing Alliance, Inc. (CMHA) on January 27, 2016 of all homeless populations within the City of Worcester. This chart shows all homeless households without children. Source: CMHA, 2016
**Fig. 6.** The 2016 Annual Point in Time count (PIT) done by Central Massachusetts Housing Alliance, Inc. (CMHA) on January 27, 2016 of all homeless populations within the City of Worcester. This chart shows all homeless subpopulations. This count includes adults in households with and without children. Source: CMHA, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Homeless Subpopulations</th>
<th>Sheltered</th>
<th>Unsheltered</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults with Serious Mental Illness</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults with Substance Abuse Disorder</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults with HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims of Domestic Violence</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7.** The 2016 Annual Point in Time count done by Central Massachusetts Housing Alliance, Inc. (CMHA) on January 27, 2016 of all homeless populations within the City of Worcester. This chart shows total households and persons experiencing homelessness. Source: CMHA, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Households and Persons</th>
<th>Sheltered</th>
<th>Safe Haven</th>
<th>Unsheltered</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Households</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Persons</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Persons (under age 18)</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Persons (18 - 24)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Persons (over age 24)</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Household Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UMass Memorial University Campus Emergency Mental Health (Feb. 2016)**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Homeless Adults</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Adult patients of total adult volume</td>
<td>8.3% (37/448)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless Adult seen between 5 pm – 9 am</td>
<td>21.6% (8/37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Homeless with comorbid substance (means they are homeless and have substance abuse)</td>
<td>81.0% (30/37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8.** UMass Memorial University Campus Emergency Mental Health Department count from February 2016. Source: Interview with UMass Memorial EMH staff, 2017
### Fig. 9. Breakdown of the percentage of families and people in the city of Worcester whose income in the past 12 months is below the poverty line. Data from the 2015 American Community Survey. Source: United States Census Bureau, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Margin of Error</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Margin of Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All families</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 5 years only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couple family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 5 years only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families with female household, no husband present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With related children of the household under 5 years only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related children of the household under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related children of the household under 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 64 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People in families</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated individuals 15 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 10. Breakdown of poverty status in the city of Worcester. Data is from the 2015 American Community Survey. Source: United States Census Bureau, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Below poverty level</th>
<th>Percent below poverty level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population for whom poverty status is determined</td>
<td>173,305</td>
<td>38,653</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related children of household</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 17 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 64 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACE AND HISPANIC OR LATINO ORIGIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian and Alaska Native alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some other race alone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more races</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino (of any race)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White alone, not Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population 25 years and over</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school graduate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate (includes equivalency)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college, associate's degree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor's degree or higher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Shelter
- Transitional Housing
- Diversion

Coordination Entry System

Permanent Housing

Services
- Referrals
  - CDC's
  - CMHA
  - Faith Based Congregations
  - Friendly House Social Services
  - Housing Court
  - MOC
  - Public Schools
  - RCAP
  - Red Cross
  - WACC
  - WCCC
  - WHA

- Resources
  - CoC
  - Compass Project
  - Hope for Housing (HHF)
  - Housing & Homeless Benefits Meetings
  - MASS 211
  - WorcesterResources.org

- Funding Agencies
  - ACF/FYSS
  - HUD/CoC
  - DCF
  - HUD / City of Worcester
  - Federal DHHS/HOAP
  - DHCP/DTA
  - FEMA/EFSP
  - DMH
  - HUD/McKinney Vento
  - Private Funding
  - United Way

- Shelter/Housing Providers
  - Abby’s House (women/children)
  - AIDS Project Worcester (adults/families)
  - Alternatives Unlimited (adults)
  - Catholic Charities (families)
  - CHIL (adults, families)
  - CMHA (families)
  - DCHD (hotel/motel vouchers, families)
  - Dismas House (adults, primarily men)
  - Genesis Club (adults, DME)
  - Friendly House (families)
  - Interfaith Hospitality Network (families)
  - Jeremiah’s Inn (men)
  - Luk Inc. (Young Adults Ages 12-17, 18-24)
  - Lutheran Florence House (families)
  - Our Father’s House (adults, families)
  - MOC (adults, families)
  - Montachusett YWCA (adults, families)
  - RCAP SSTAP (families)
  - Safe Haven (adults, dual diagnosis)
  - Salvation Army (adults)
  - SMOC (adults, young adults)
  - St. Francis & Therese Catholic Wk House (adults)
  - The Bridge (adults, families)
  - Veteran’s Hospice (adults, families)
  - Veterans Inc. (men)
  - Worcester Housing Authority (adults, families)
  - YOU, Inc. (ages 13-18, families)
  - YWCA (DV-adults, families)

*CHIL Homeless Outreach and Advocacy Project (HOAP) funded by Federal DHHS is a point of entry into the system for homeless individuals. Elliot Center is a point of entry for street homeless adults.
CMHA, Friendly House, and RCAP are also points of entry into the system for homeless families (CHIL for Worcester; RCAP for the balance of the County).
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Appendix A: Methodology cont.

The qualitative data collected from these interviews, meetings and additional research was compiled and analyzed by category. First divided into two categories, health service interviewees and social service interviewees. The distinction of which interview fell into which sector was determined by the type of agency the interviewee came from, not necessarily by the care they provide. For example, a social worker who works for a hospital would be categorized as health services despite the fact that much of the care they give their patients is related to social issues. The raw data from the two sectors was then split into the three categories, gaps and barriers of the current system, strengths and assets of the current system, and implications and solutions. Once divided into these categories, knowledge gained from these interviews was then disseminated to the paper and further research done on the topics that needed it. Interview subjects were determined based on knowledge of the research problem and were identified by either Katherine Calano, Homeless Projects Manager at the City of Worcester Department of Health and Human Services, Dr. Matilde Castiel, City of Worcester Commissioner of Health and Human Services, or by my advisor Ramon Borges-Mendez of Clark University. Ms. Calano, Dr. Castiel, and Professor Borges-Mendez are well-versed and experienced in the city’s homelessness problem and have established connections that qualify them to aid in the identification of potential subjects. Once subjects were identified, I emailed them explaining the research and asked if they were interested in being interviewed. If the participant agreed, we met at a location of their discretion for a 30-minute interview and discussed their experience working with the homeless. Participation was completely voluntary, could be backed out of at any time and has been kept confidential.

Clark University Institutional Review Board approved this research February 1, 2017. Additional research of best practices and policies was done to create a reference for the City of Worcester to analyze further and implement at their discretion. Collaborative meetings involving many stakeholders regarding the hospitals’ roles in homelessness and what we can do about it were also attended. Localized quantitative data from housing agencies, hospitals and government agencies was compiled in data tables/graphs/charts to show scale and to demonstrate the need for better collaboration amongst stakeholders. A majority of the data was collected as part of the annual Point in Time. These counts are conducted by Continuums of Care (CoCs), which are the local or regional entities of the Department of Housing and Urban Development that coordinate services and funding for homeless programming (National Alliance to End Homelessness, 2016).
Appendix B: Interview Questions

1. Tell me a little about yourself and your experience working with Worcester’s homeless population.
2. I’m trying to conduct a needs analysis to identify both strengths and weaknesses at the intersection of homelessness and health care.
   2a. As a practitioner in the field, what strengths or assets do you believe exist in the current system to provide health care to homeless individuals?
   2b. What gaps or barriers do you believe exist in the current system to provide health care to homeless individuals?
3. From your experience, what would you say are the three largest systemic issues facing the homeless population in terms of health care and access to health care?
4. This project aims to recommend short-term and long-term solutions to improve Worcester’s homeless service system as it relates to health care. Recommendations will be made to both social service agencies and to the medical sector. What system-wide solutions do you think need to be implemented, based on your own professional experience or knowledge of evidence-based practices from your field of expertise?
### Appendix C: Interview Reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERVIEW (PARTICIPANTS)</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>POSITION(S)</th>
<th>AGENCY*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Jan. 31, 2017</td>
<td>Coordinators</td>
<td>Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 2017</td>
<td>Director and Supervisor of emergency shelter</td>
<td>Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 2017</td>
<td>Psychiatrist, Clinician, Nurse</td>
<td>Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Feb. 2, 2017</td>
<td>Street Outreach Worker</td>
<td>Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb. 3, 2017</td>
<td>Director of Public Safety</td>
<td>Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb. 7, 2017</td>
<td>Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Feb. 14, 2017</td>
<td>Police Officers</td>
<td>Social Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 2017</td>
<td>Social Workers and Care Coordinators</td>
<td>Health Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Social Services Agencies*: Agencies providing non-health related assistance, including emergency housing, to Worcester’s homeless population. (Veterans Inc., SMOC/GWHC,

*Health Services Agencies*: Agencies providing direct medical care to Worcester’s homeless population.
Appendix D: Additional Health Service Findings

Health Service Findings: Gaps

- From the more social work side of the health services, it was noted that there is a high burnout of social workers and case managers who typically get paid very little but have a very demanding and stressful job (Interview H).
- Social workers also noted that there are not enough behavioral and mental health services in the city, let alone for homeless individuals, and the stigma around these matters, as well as around homelessness and substance abuse is a huge barrier (Interview H).
- One health service representative noted that HIPAA, limits communication between doctors and agencies and limits the kind of care that can be provided (Interview H). The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), keeps individual’s health information private.

Health Service Findings: Solutions

The solutions that were posed in these interviews came largely out of the discussion of gaps and barriers and spoke to ways in which we can address these gaps. From the health services side, solutions were primarily in three categories: what we can do directly for the homeless, establishing a systematic approach, and long-term changes.

In terms of what we can do directly for the homeless there were a few suggestions. Health providers recommended case management that would help with follow up, appointments and navigating the health system (Interview C), dental care for homeless (Interview H), and increased behavioral health services, as well as public education about mental illness, substance abuse, and homelessness in adults and children to reduce the stigma (Interview H). Seeing how many homeless individuals are not allowed to stay at the shelter during the day and end up on the streets vulnerable to a variety of things, it was suggested that we have some sort of programming in place that keeps them busy during the day, perhaps some sort of public works project (Interview H). A more systematic approach was recommended to identify those in need, find resources and then deliver those resources (Interview E). Within this new systematic approach, many individual recommendations were made, including better real-time communication (Interview C), shelter transportation available at all hours of the day (it was even suggested that perhaps a shelter van could be kept at the hospital—Interview E), a database of homeless individuals with situation, case managers, contacts etc. (Interview C), and more networking and learning of agencies and services (Interview F).

Structural, more long-term changes that were recommended varied greatly. Many agreed that Worcester needed more shelters and/or beds (Interviews C, E) and that shelter requirements needed to be more flexible (Interviews C, E). It was also noted that lots of money was wasted with the current system, and suggested that perhaps there might be a way to reallocate these funds upfront to solve the root problems (Interviews C, E). In order to fix
high turnover of social workers, social workers suggest some sort of additional support for social workers, such as additional training or education, or a means to destress (Interview H). Health providers saw substance abuse as one of the biggest issues with homeless individuals and recommend that we get those individuals sober, even to the point of incentivizing sobriety, such as requiring sobriety to receive government funding (Interview C).
Appendix E: Additional Social Service Findings

Social Service Findings: Gaps

- For homeless individuals many barriers present themselves that complicate health matters across the board, from living a healthy lifestyle from the beginning to receiving proper treatment and in recovery. Homeless individuals have had limited to no appropriate care, likely for long periods of time, which has led to new chronic health issues or exacerbated existing health issues (Interview A).
- Before even arriving at the hospital or health care center they must get there, this in itself poses issues for homeless individuals who don’t have the money to pay for a cab or bus, and while ambulances are typically free, they are often accompanied by police, which can be a deterrent for many (Interview D).
- Homeless health care is reactive, not proactive. Many individuals don’t want to go in and will only go in when they fear for their life (Interview D).
- Language and cultural barriers often complicate interactions between homeless patients and hospital staff. This includes barriers in terms of foreign language but also in terms of vocabulary, as one social service worker said, you can’t use ten dollar words with homeless patients (Interview B). In terms of culture, with health care it is especially important to recognize that many cultures do not view health the same way the west does. Some cultures, for example, don’t believe in mental health. Homeless individuals are reflective of Worcester’s population, which is very multicultural, and medical care is somewhat lacking in understanding these cultural differences (Interview B).
- As brought up by the health services side, HIPAA limits communication between healthcare providers and homelessness agencies and the lack of a statewide record system in Massachusetts is making things only more difficult for all involved (Interviews B, G, H).

Social Service Findings: Strengths

- In agreement with the health service providers, social service providers recognized the extent to which CHL was a huge asset, HOAP in particular was noted for their provision of excellent, compassionate care (Interview D).
- In conjunction with HOAP’s level of compassionate care, the free health clinics through churches and other volunteer groups were also noted as a strength in the provision of sympathetic health care free of charge that homeless patients feel they can access without judgement (Interview B).
- For social service agencies who have been able to navigate the health insurance field, MassHealth, the state level Medicaid and CHIP health insurance program, is considered a huge asset for homeless individuals (Interview A).
- The recent trainings through the Worcester Police Department in Crisis Intervention and the officers able to help in these special circumstances was also noted as a more
recent asset to the system, but it was also noted that they need to be more readily available (Interview B).

- Additionally, there is a wealth of different agencies working on the issue of homelessness in the city, which is a huge asset. Many of these agencies provide trainings to other agencies on topics regarding working with homeless individuals and navigating the system, which promotes collaboration and increases knowledge of the issue across the board (Interview G).

Social Service Findings: Solutions

As with the health service providers, the solutions that were posed in the social service interviews came largely out of the discussion of gaps and barriers and spoke to ways in which we can address those gaps. In terms of what we can do directly for the homeless, one of the most discussed topics was case management. Many agreed that we need case management not only for clinical services but for social services as well-- for the homeless to relearn daily skills such as washing dishes, laundry, et cetera (Interview A, G), something that the more social side of those working in health services agreed with (Interview H). Also recommended was the idea of having one case manager per person as well as the idea of peer support, where individuals who have experienced homelessness then come back and help others as case managers, therapists, or social workers (Interview A, agreed with by H). At the policing level, Worcester has been working on providing social services for those suffering from mental illness and substance abuse instead of putting them into the criminal justice system, this is something that is already beginning to happen, but is good to keep on the front burner as we continue to move forward (Interview G).

Adding on to what healthcare representatives suggested in terms of a systematic approach, the social services acknowledged that we needed more agency collaboration (Interview G) and suggested that we all work together to figure out the best care possible for homeless patients (Interview D). One worker suggested that we get everyone at the table to recognize that the system is broken—all hospitals and all agencies—then share experiences, understand different perspectives, look at both sides of the equation, and come up with a new approach (Interview D). Many providers agreed with this, especially for the need of having a system in which we have more fluid, seamless communication which would allow for enhanced provision of care (Interviews A, B, D).

In terms of hospital care there were many complaints about discriminatory care of homeless patients. Social services workers stated that homeless individuals deserve the same care as everyone else, need a fair and adequate assessment, treatment and discharge, and more than anything just need people to understand where they are coming from (Interview B). In order to address the issue of inappropriate discharge to shelters, shelter staff suggested that hospital staff come to see the shelter environment so they can understand where they are discharging their homeless patients (Interview D). It was also stated that the current health care given to homeless individual is operating out of a “cookie cutter system,” but what is needed is specialized care, every patient is unique and their care needs to be as well.
(Interview B). In brainstorming solutions to the gaps and barriers with the current system, one social service worker came up with the idea of a specialized team that deals with homeless patients in the emergency department, perhaps consisting of a doctor, nurse, social worker, and psychiatrist who know the homeless system very well and are trained and experienced with working with homeless patients, they called this idea the “Homeless Trauma Team” (Interview B). Social service representatives recommended that we offer trainings for hospital staff to take care of some of the issues mentioned above. They suggest trainings might cover topics such as understanding homelessness, working with homeless individuals, overcoming class differences, and understanding someone under the influence (Interview B).

As with those from the health services side, the structural, more long-term changes that were recommended varied greatly. Social service workers agreed that we need more shelters and more beds (Interview B, D), but we also need more affordable housing (Interview B, D) and the social services that come with that housing as outlined in the housing first model (Interview G). Workers also expressed that Worcester is in need of both medical respite beds (Interviews A, B, agreed with by H) and psychiatric beds (Interview A, agreed with by H). In order to catch the issue earlier on, it was emphasized that we need proactive health care for the homeless, with PCP (Interviews D, H) and dental work, (Interview H) as well as more free health clinics (Interview B). From the more social service work of the healthcare sector, it was suggested that we reach out to existing free clinics and see how we can help and even encourage more by promoting it as a community building activity (Interview H). In terms of policing, while CIT was praised for their recent work, social service workers would like to see more of them and to have them more readily available and easier to contact. One of the barriers for homeless individuals in the Worcester system is the amount of paperwork necessary, which often prevents them from accessing the services they need. It was recommended, based on a system in place in another city, that we create a one stop center--a centralized location to get all those necessary things (Interview G). As with the health service representatives, social services recognized the benefit of having a statewide medical records system, not only with knowing the medical history of each patient, but also in preventing extra narcotics from ending up on the street (Interview B). Just about all of the social service workers stated that more money would help to solve these issues (Interviews B, D, G) and many agreed with health services on the idea of dealing with the upfront cost to fix these issues, stating that we would later see a return on investment and even long-term savings (Interview D, agreed with by health services E, H). The role of grants and idea of utilizing these funds was also mentioned (Interview G). Social service workers recognize the big feat that changing this system is going to be and knew that in the long run we are going to need to see policy change to create lasting effects (Interview D).
Appendix F: Client A

“Client A is a middle-aged gentleman who has been homeless for more than a decade; living unsheltered in the city of Worcester. He engages in services and is well known throughout the community. In December 2016, SMOC was able to secure permanent supportive housing for Client A. Outreach case managers tried to locate the client to move him into his new residence. Client A was found on 12/12/16 at UMass where he had been admitted for respiratory issues. Social workers from UMass met with Client A, his SMOC social workers, members of the medical team at UMass providing treatment and Worcester Police CIT officers to discuss seamless discharge. In the discharge plan put in place 12/13/16, all contact numbers for SMOC social workers were listed as well as the instructions that regardless of time, we should be contacted prior to this patient being discharged so he could go from hospital to his home, rather than back out into the elements.

“On 12/15/16, Client A was discharged from UMass; and the discharge planning was not followed. The city of Worcester was bracing for a frigid snap, and overflow shelters were opened to encourage our chronically homeless population to come in from the elements. SMOC Outreach workers combed the city with the Worcester Police to find our vulnerable clients and get them to shelter as temperatures dropped to 10°F. Client A was found under a bridge, unable to stand and frozen to the ground after urinating on himself and it freezing him to the concrete. Client A was rushed to UMass with severe frostbite and necrosis on both of his feet up to the heel. Client A was again admitted to UMass, but discharged to the street just 2 days later and told to ‘follow up with plastic surgery.’

“Client A was again on the streets when his case managers from SMOC found him with both feet literally black in color and necrotic skin sloughing off as he tried to walk. Client A was put into a temporary housing situation as SMOC advocated for his medical care. Upon calling UMass on 12/23/16 to inquire as to why this client was left untreated, we were informed by UMass that only a certain number of ‘elective surgeries’ are allowed by Medicaid each month. Client A was in severe pain and though he was brought to the emergency room on numerous occasions (12/23, 12/28, 01/03, 01/05) he was continuously discharged with his feet literally peeling off. On 01/12 he was informed that he now had gangrene in both legs from the necrotic tissue caused by the frostbite and exacerbated by the lack of treatment. Each time the client was seen, he was told to ‘follow up with plastic surgery.’ Pain medication was never prescribed, even as the man cried every time he tried to move.

“Finally, after significant pressure by SMOC, City of Worcester and St Vincent Hospital physicians, UMass admitted Client A for surgery and operated almost 4 full weeks after the injury. Due to the delay, the client had to have significant portions of both feet amputated and the infection had spread up his legs. This client is still hospitalized and fighting for his life.”

- Interview D (February 10, 2017)
Appendix G: Collaboration and Communication for the City of Worcester

A targeted and strict meeting itinerary will need to be prepared ahead of time, perhaps by individuals at the City of Worcester. An initial meeting might need to occur in order to first recognize the system is broken, but also to share experiences and look at both sides of the equation and understand different point of view. From here perhaps we send individuals home to brainstorm ways in which we can improve collaboration, then reconvene a few days/weeks later and come up with a plan. Previous meetings that have attempted to work on these issues have somewhat failed because of their lack of ability to move past the gaps and barriers in the system and onto ways in which we can fix it. With this research being completed we now know the gaps and barriers in the system and should work towards ameliorating them. With a strict meeting itinerary, we will then need to come up with a means of improving collaboration, concrete and detailed plans on how we can create more seamless communication and a greater understanding of all the agencies at the table.